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While running an ordinary errand at the grocery store, Macy Andersonâ€™s life abruptly changes. In
an instant, she watches in horror as people from her small town spiral into a coughing fit and
seconds later, drop to their death. Within minutes, cars crash, helicopters fly overhead and the
military rolls in setting up a quarantine of the town. This was only the beginning.With the town in
chaos, Macy must focus on protecting and keeping her two young sons safe from catching the
deadly virus. But how? By the time she processes what all is happening, it is too late. The virus is
everywhere. The only hope and greatest chance for a cure lies within the work of Charles Kimble.
However, even he faces defeat as the virus pushes man to the brink of extinction.In an attempt to
save mankind, the world takes desperate measures. Quarantines and internment camps are
initiated, and cities are closed down. As law, order and government structures crumble, people are
left to the own battles and resources. Can one mother save her children from something caught as
easily as taking a breath? And can she, like the human race, hold on until the virus runs its course.
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I always enjoy Jacqueline Druga's stand alone stories, and this one was no exception. The premise

for "end of the world" was interesting, and the story's progression engaging.The story followed a
similar pattern to Druga's other stand alone. I liked the characters, as I always do. Although, they
could have been developed more. drugs is a talented writer, capable of better character
development than this.My big complaint is this: typos and awful grammar. Again, Drugs is very
capable of turning out a good, well written, technically well rendered book. I think she just doesn't
care to make the effort. In terms of typos and poor grammar, this was one of her worst. It's as if she
is publishing a first draft, and like English is not her first language.While I do recommend this book, I
have to say, there is no excuse for the poor grammar, typos and nonexistent editing.

Great plot almost ruined by typos. I can overlook a few mistakes but this book was full of errors.
Some of them were so bad I had to stop and think about what was supposed to be there. That
knocks me out of a story like a splash of ice water. The story, however, was good. Get a proof
reader!

I was torn regarding how to rate this book. I loved the story but the grammar and punctuation errors
drove me crazy. I usually just ignore them and go on but this was so extreme! It was as if commas
were just thrown in and placed wherever they landed. Some words were wrong and I couldn't even
figure out what the correct word should be. I don't believe there was a single page without three or
more glaring errors. I have read other books written by Ms Druga and do not remember them having
so many errors. I would say this book had more errors than any book I have read and I read a lot of
books.

After I purchased this book I happened upon a blog Ms. Druga writes and I asked why there are so
many errors in her books. She said that just because she's self published people think she doesn't
use an editor. I said that wasn't the the case, that when people see all the mistakes they know she
needs a serious editor . After her response(she was quite nice), I decided to mark each error- be it
punctuation, spelling, wrong words, or just poor grammar. I didn't count all of the mistakes because I
thought a lot of them were maybe creative license. However, I counted 81 true mistakes/errors. Her
storytelling is great, but I wish she would collaborate with a proficient writer to produce a great book.
I buy her books because they're entertaining, but I can't stay in the story because the mistakes jar
me.

Good story would have given this story 5 stars if the book had been edited. So many mistakes miss

used words and bad spelling just like all her books "A challenge to read." Why does she release
books that are so badly written? Her stories are always great! Why do this????? Unbelievable. It's a
sham such a talented story teller would do this!

It was the plot description that got me to buy this book. A virus that kills people by making them
cough themselves to death. This was a quick interesting read with characters that I liked throughout
the story that kept me reading to find out what happens to them.While it was a good read, near the
end it just seemed like the author just wanted to end it or maybe it will be a series? I'm really not
sure, but I can say I wasn't satisfied with the ending.

The book's story line was excellent and the plot kept you on the edge of your seat. However, all the
typos and misspelled words and grammatical issues made it difficult to read. These kindle book
authors need to have editors and proof readers do a better job of fixing mistakes before releasing a
book to production.

Was this really written by Druga? I question it because after reading several of her books and
knowing her style, the grammar in the sample alone was atrocious and not up to par with her other
books. I only read a few pages of the sample but couldn't focus on the story at all because of the
errors. If I couldn't get through a few pages in the sample then I will never make it through the actual
book.
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